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VOLUNTEERING’S GLOBAL ADVOCATE 
BY KYLEE BATES, IAVE WORLD PRESIDENT 
In recent months we have observed the significant role that volunteers play as advocates in 
campaigning for issues and policies they believe in – both the ‘remain’ and ‘leave’ advocates in 
the historic Brexit debate are a notable global example, while nearer home to me has been a 
campaign by volunteers of the Country Fire Authority to ensure that their roles are not less 
valued than their paid firefighting colleagues. 
Under our new Strategic Direction, advocacy remains one of IAVE’s core functions and we have 
set ourselves some clear goals.  
In seeking to lead the creation of a global environment that highly values volunteering by 
building and sharing knowledge that motivates and informs effective volunteering we 
know that there will always be more issues that we have an interest in, than we may have 
capacity to engage with.  We have therefore commenced the development of an advocacy 
framework that will guide IAVE’s decisions about the issues we will give priority to advocating 
on. 
Even in the absence of such a framework we have made explicit our intention to advocate 
actively for the rights of people to volunteer and for policies and measures that create an 
enabling environment in which volunteering can flourish, including responding to efforts 
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to limit or control that right, and on issues in which the safety and freedom of volunteers 
are endangered.  
The role of IAVE members as advocates for volunteering is highly valued.  I was excited 
therefore to see the advocacy leadership shown by some of our National Representatives this 
past month:  

 Volunteering New Zealand’s release of a summary report of The State of the World’s 
Volunteerism – an interpretation of the key points and their relevance to volunteering in 
New Zealand;  

 Volunteering Australia’s I Vote for Volunteering campaign which asked all candidates in 
the recent Australian Federal Election to pledge to work with the sector to support 
volunteering; and  

 Shwe Zin Mon Aung of Myanmar, the lead research consultant on A Study of Urban 
Volunteerism in Myanmar published by Cuso International, Searchers-Myanmar and UN 
Volunteers.  The report was the first of its kind in that country, and its recommendations 
on how to nurture and further develop a culture of volunteerism provide a basis for 
strong and informed advocacy. 

These are only a few examples and I look forward to the continuing advocacy efforts of all IAVE 
members as we pursue our strategic goals. 
 

SUCCESSFUL GCVC MEETING IN DETROIT 
BY LORRIE FOSTER, DIRECTOR, IAVE GLOBAL CORPORATE VOLUNTEER 
COUNCIL & RESEARCH WORKING GROUP ON DISASTER RELATED 
CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING 
Global Corporate Volunteer Council (GCVC) members met in Detroit, MI, June 26-27. Through 
a combination of member presentations and panels, guest presentations and off-the-record 
discussions, members advanced their thinking on a wide range of topics.   
Corporate volunteering is often discussed as an element that helps to attract and retain 
employees who are committed to corporate social responsibility (CSR) or Environment, Society 
and Governance (ESG).  When managed properly corporate volunteering, particularly global 
and skills-based volunteering, can be an integral part of an employee’s development plan.  
Global volunteer projects provide a unique opportunity for leadership training as well as intense 
learning.  GCVC companies shared how they leverage employee volunteering for this purpose. 
Janet Lawson, Director of the Ford Motor Company Fund, provided an overview of an 
impressive series of programs including 30 Under 30, a program to leverage the power and 
energy of millennials.  Janet recognized the importance of retaining millennial talent for the 
future of the company and decided to employ volunteering for that purpose. The program 
recognizes that employees in this age group are inspired to volunteer and are also aggressively 
seeking career development opportunities.  Participants meet four times per year at Henry Ford 
Leadership Institute to learn the principles of design thinking. Each participant is assigned to a 
nonprofit to study, assess, and make recommendations to make the assigned organization 
attractive enough to bring millennial talent and funding with them in to the future. The response 
to the program has created tremendous enthusiasm and camaraderie among the participants.  
The company and the nonprofits look forward to the assessments they will receive later this 
year. 
Sarah Middleton, Executive Director of the PIMCO Foundation, shared an example of how 
PIMCO ‘s Emerging Enterprise Program developed participants in multiple ways.  In one 
instance two PIMCO employees spent nine weeks in El Salvador as volunteer consultants 
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working with the nonprofit TechnoServe to help the coffee sector become more competitive. Not 
only did those employees have a tremendous leadership development opportunity, get to 
exercise their technical business skills, but they also developed increased global and cultural 
awareness. Sarah maintains that the opportunity also enabled the team, while in such a 
radically different work environment, to exercise cognitive diversity by forcing them to slow 
down, work in brand new ways and to question their assumptions and generate new ideas. 

 
SUDAN’S NATIONAL VOLUNTEER DAY CELEBRATIONS 
CONTINUED 
BY HANAN MOHAMED AHMED ELSINARI, COORDINATOR, HUMANITARIAN AID 
COMMISSION, IAVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE, SUDAN 
In continuation to the National Volunteer Day celebrations, I participated in the volunteer 
activities in the White Nile State. Volunteers distributed fasting bags for Ramadan to over 5,000 
individuals, in cooperation with the International Islamic Charitable Organization in Kosti. 
Ceremonies honoring volunteers and their work were also hosted, where several national and 
foreign organizations, and UN agencies were present. 
In North Darfur, volunteers distributed more fasting bags for the month of Ramadan. They 
focused primarily on the poor and vulnerable. It was great to see the joy on their faces during 
delivery! 
Volunteers in Sudan also hosted a breakfast program for commuters along major roads in 
Khartoum. They handed out breakfast to commuters who were going in and out of the city to 
visit family during Ramadan. Volunteers dedicated every morning of Ramadan to this participate 
in this program. Volunteers also participated in the Mountain National program. They visited the 
Darfur state and distributed essential household items to over 150 families. 
During the National Volunteer Day celebration, the Excellence Awards for Voluntary Action was 
awarded by the Minister of Social Development and HAC in Khartoum state. The awards 
intended to create competition between volunteer organizations. It also served to encourage 
mobilization of the society in the field of volunteering.  There were four award categories: 

 National organization 
 Pioneer in volunteering 
 Private institution with exceptional social responsibility initiatives 
 Youth volunteering 

Special interest was given to the youth award as there were many great youth volunteering 
initiatives presented.   
 

RAMADAN CELEBRATION IN THE ARAB NATIONS 
BY OSAMA MUSTAFA SULIMAN, IAVE REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE, ARAB 
NATIONS 
During Ramadan the Islamic community fasts from dawn to sunset.  During the entire month of 
Ramadan, volunteers in the Arab Nations region often distribute breakfast to commuters. This 
provides a safer environment for travelers as fewer drivers are speeding on the roads to make it 
to breakfast time before sunrise. 
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VOLUNTEERING NEW ZEALAND STANDING UP FOR THE 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS AGENDA  
BY ORIANE MOUSSET, POLICY ADVISOR, VOLUNTEERING NEW ZEALAND, IAVE 
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE (ORG), NEW ZEALAND 
“If our hopes of building a better and safer world are to become more than wishful 
thinking, we will need the engagement of volunteers more than ever. “ Kofi Annan 
In 2015, United Nations Volunteers issued their second State of the World’s Volunteerism 
Report. This Report examines the many means by which volunteers around the world are 
transforming governance and identifies the key strategies used by volunteers at all levels to 
engage with governance actors. 
We at Volunteering New Zealand (VNZ), as the primary voice for volunteering in New Zealand, 
are therefore pleased to have recently released a summary interpretation of this important 
report. By releasing this summary report, we hope more people and more volunteers will 
understand the major impact they can have on the governance across local, national and 
international contexts. 
Our report also presents our vision on how volunteers will contribute to the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) in New Zealand. We believe this will be required to advance the 
understanding of how volunteering will be fundamental to achieving the SDGs. We assume our 
report will be a technical support for volunteers to “domesticate” the SDGs.   
To this end, we are calling on the New Zealand Government to “make time” to recognise and 
take volunteers into account when developing the agenda for New Zealand’s achievement of 
the SDGs. It is undeniable that the traditional means of implementation need to be completed to 
facilitate people’s participation and engagement from all sectors. We at Volunteering New 
Zealand will stand up and be engaged with the Government and the other sectors to implement 
the necessary cross-sector collaborations. 
As awareness is an important and a major step in the SDGs’ achievement, we are also writing a 
monthly blog on our website. We hope this blog will be a vehicle to support volunteer involving 
organisations along their journey to contributing to the SDGs. We will only achieve the SDGs by 
working collectively and we, as the volunteering national organisation in New Zealand, have 
been taking the lead for the volunteering sector. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
External links 
The VNZ media release: Report calls for Government to make time 
The VNZ summary report 
VNZ SDG Blog 
 

FIRST CELEBRATION FOR THE KOREAN YEAR OF 
VOLUNTEERING  
BY KOREA VOLUNTEER CENTER, MEMBER, IAVE GLOBAL NETWORK OF 
NATIONAL VOLUNTEER CENTER, SOUTH KOREA 
Recently “volunteering globalization” has been actively discussed as a means to address and 
solve today’s social issues. The importance of volunteer involvement in accomplishing the 17 
UN Sustainable Development Goals has been particularly stressed this year. In South Korea the 
“Korean Year of Volunteering” was declared on December 4th, 2015, promoting the recognition 

http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/PO1606/S00247/report-calls-for-government-to-make-time-for-sdgs.htm
http://www.volunteeringnz.org.nz/state-volunteering/
http://www.volunteeringnz.org.nz/tag/VolunTalk/
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of volunteers as means to change social values and address social issues. Ten focus areas 
were selected to target different social issues within the nation, encouraging a culture of 
volunteering in Korea to address these concerns. 
The first formal event for the “Korean Year of Volunteering” was hosted on May 21st near the 
Yangjae Creek. It was titled the “Volunteering Festival for Global Citizen”. After the opening 
ceremony, participants planted flowering trees around the creek. It correlated with the theme of 
the event “Volunteering and donating”. Various programs were developed for the festival, 
classified into two main areas: environmental volunteering and gift volunteering. During these 
programs, volunteers were given the opportunity to talk about and share their personal 
volunteering experiences. The event concluded with plans to advocate volunteering culture, to 
promote spontaneous volunteer involvement, and to develop various volunteering programs in 
the country.  
One participant stated “I’m very glad to be part of this meaningful event to promote Korean 
volunteering at the Yangjae Creek in the Gangnam- gu district. It is expected that the 
recognition of the social value of ‘Volunteering Globalization’ will strengthen and the ‘Korean 
Year of Volunteering’ will spread the wave of volunteering”.  
 

WORLD ELDER ABUSE AWARENESS DAY 
BY NEIL MAHARAJ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FCOSS, IAVE NATIONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE, FIJI 
Wednesday June 15th, 2016 marked World Elder Abuse Awareness Day. During this day Fiji 
Council of Social Services and its partner HelpAge International through its Age Demands 
Action Campaign campaigned for UN Convention for the Rights of Older People. 
The campaign was timely, as several cases of elderly abuse have been reported in media this 
year. 
Existing human rights mechanisms fail to adequately protect and promote the rights of older 
people. We believe that a single instrument, a new international convention on the rights of 
older people, is the most effective way to make sure that all people enjoy their human rights in 
older age, and on an equal basis with others. 
We need a convention to establish legal standards that challenge and replace stigmatizing and 
dehumanizing ageist attitudes and behavior, clarify how human rights apply in older age, better 
understand and assert our rights in our older age, and provide a framework for policy and 
decision making. 
This year we continued to focus on lobbying to decision makers and stakeholders to support a 
convention and discussed what the contents of a convention should be at the Open-ended 
Working Group (OEWG) meeting. 2016 presents two opportunities: the UN Independent Expert 
on the enjoyment of all human rights by older persons will be releasing her report to the Human 
Rights Council in September 2016 (date to be confirmed), and the OEWG will not take place in 
the middle of the year but from 12-15 December 2016 providing more to time for everyone to 
engage. 
We believe the convention must provide a comprehensive and systematic framework for the 
protection and promotion of all our human rights in older age, prohibit discrimination on the 
basis of older age in every aspect of our lives, articulate how each human right specifically 
applies to us in older age, and provide for a strong implementation, monitoring and 
accountability system. 
To mark World Elder Abuse Awareness Day 2016, Fiji Council of Social Services officially 
launched a practical guide on Establishing and working with Senior Citizens Associations in Fiji. 
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It is our hope that this practical guide will assist everyone to set up platforms for elderly people 
in communities and villages through which, they can advocate for their rights and wellbeing as 
well as gain opportunity to network, socialize and support each other. 
FCOSS commends and acknowledges the vibrant National Council of Older Person (NCOP) for 
the proactive approach in maintaining welfare and wellbeing of elderly people in Fiji. FCOSS is 
also a member of NCOP. 
 

IAVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE PUBLISHES STUDY ON 
VOLUNTEERING IN MYANMAR 
Shwe Zin Mon Aung, IAVE’s National Representative for Myanmar has helped publish the 
volunteer research book titled “ A Study on Urban Volunteerism in Myanmar” as the Lead 
Research Consultant. Under her initiative and research, the book was published with the help of 
Cuso International, United Nations Volunteers, and Searchers-Myanmar, a local volunteer 
organization.  
The launch workshop was hosted in the capital city of Naypyitaw on May 31st. The publication 
can be found online on Cuso International’s website.  
A big congratulation to Shwe Zin on her accomplishment! 

 
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM OF IDEA FOUNDATION BY GALINA BY 
ADRINE SHIRINYAN, IAVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE, ARMENIA 
More than 400 people gathered in Yerevan, Armenia on April 24th for a series of events 
marking the presentation of the inaugural Aurora Prize for Awakening Humanity. On 
behalf of the survivors of the Armenian Genocide and in gratitude to their saviors, the 
Aurora Prize for Awakening Humanity is granted annually to an individual whose actions 
have had an exceptional impact on preserving human life and advancing humanitarian 
causes. In 2016, The Aurora Prize was presented to Marguerite Barankitse from Maison 
Shalom. She was recognized for the extraordinary impact she has had in saving 
thousands of lives and caring for orphans and refugees during the years of civil war in 
Burundi. 
About 170 volunteers from all over the world met in Armenia from April 22-24 to participate in 
the Aurora Prize award ceremony organized by IDeA Foundation, which has an outstanding 
volunteering program.  
Armenian volunteers participating in the event came from France, the Netherlands, Poland, 
Belarus, Russia, Uzbekistan, Georgia, Egypt and Syria as well as from different parts of 
Armenia.  
After the trainings organized by IDeA Foundation, the volunteers, aged 15 to 54, were involved 
in all the phases supporting the event: airports, hotels, filmmaking, various events and the 
award ceremony. The main activities involved guest registration, translation and interpretation, 
city and museum guiding as well as ushering during the ceremony.  
In the end, a volunteer recognition dinner was organized. The CEO of the Foundation Mr. Edgar 
Manukyan thanked the volunteers for their amazing job and awarded them with certificates.  
IDeA Foundation involves volunteers in all of their large-scale charitable initiatives Among the 
flagship projects of IDeA Foundation are UWC Dilijan, Tatev Revival, Reconstruction of St. 
George Cathedral in Tbilisi, Dilijan Development project, 100 LIVES initiative and others. 

http://www.cusointernational.org/docs/default-source/publications/reports/report-myanmar_wed09.pdf?sfvrsn=2
https://auroraprize.com/en/
https://auroraprize.com/en/aurora/detail/9306/a-calling-to-love
http://uwcdilijan.org/
http://www.idea.am/en/tatev-revival-project/
http://www.idea.am/en/st-georges-cathedral-restoration-project-in-tbilisi/
http://www.idea.am/en/st-georges-cathedral-restoration-project-in-tbilisi/
http://www.idea.am/en/dilijan-development-project/
https://100lives.com/en/
https://100lives.com/en/
https://100lives.com/en/
http://www.idea.am/en/other-projects/
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Currently IDeA Foundation works on creating a new platform to coordinate volunteer activities in 
Armenia and to offer more opportunities in partnership with other organizations in Armenia and 
the Diaspora. The platform will also help in discussing the achievements and overcoming 
difficulties in the development of the volunteer movement in Armenia. 

 
INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEER MANAGERS DAY IS LOOKING 
FOR A VOLUNTEER WEB DESIGNER! 
BY RAMONA DRAGOMIR, MANAGER, NETWORK DEVELOPMENT, IAVE 
The IVMDay Committee is seeking your help to find a bright budding volunteer web designer 
who is looking to build their portfolio, creating an elegantly simple web presence to replace the 
older look currently on the IVMDay website with a fresh new one. 
This role will involve re-designing their site theme and a few key templates. 
Desired Skills and Experience: 
- At least one year of web design and development experience 
- Strong skills in HTML/CSS 
- Strong communications and organizational skills 
- Modify templates and/or redesign an existing site built on - WordPress 
- Actively be able to communicate with the content/project manager throughout the course of the 
project 
- Experience with responsive design. 
- Familiarity with Adobe Creative Suite. 
- Familiarity with WordPress or other content management systems. 
The successful candidate will need to be able to work with someone remotely located in 
Wellington, NZ, through Skype chats and other ways to communicate remotely during the 
project as Volunteering NZ is taking a lead role in assisting with this project. 
If you know of someone amongst your contacts who may be able to assist with this exciting, 
short-term project, please have them contact Laura Allen at Volunteering NZ 
at laura@volunteeringnz.org.nz. 
 
 

http://www.volunteermanagersday.org/
mailto:laura@volunteeringnz.org.nz
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